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"First Bernal maintains that there were scientific elements in Egyptian medicine, mathematics, and astronomy long before there was any Greek science at all, and, second, he maintains that Egyptian medicine, mathematics, and astronomy critically influenced the corresponding Greek disciplines." 11 Evidence for Egyptian influence on Greek mathematics has been cited by many writers, including Sir Thomas Heath, the distinguished historian of Greek and Alexandrian mathematics. 12 That will not be the focus of this paper. Instead, the rest of this discussion will examine "the scientific elements" in ancient
Egyptian mathematics from which the early Greeks had much to learn.
Scientific Elements in Egyptian Mathematics
Palter does not define "scientific elements," nor does he define "mathematics." For the field of education, the National Research Council described mathematics as "a science of pattern and order." 13 This definition is certainly broad enough. As an alternative to providing a definition of mathematics, Joseph offers a helpful description from which we excerpt:
"Mathematics has developed into a worldwide language with a particular kind of logical structure. It contains a body of knowledge relating to number and space and prescribes a set of methods for reaching conclusions about the physical world. And it is an intellectual activity which calls for both intuition and imagination in deriving proofs and reaching conclusions."
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Egyptian Numerals
Palter begins his put-down of Egyptian mathematics with his discussion of the Egyptian numerals. In contrast to Palter, the eminent historian Carl Boyer concluded that, "The introduction by the Egyptians of the idea of cipherization constitutes a decisive contribution to the development of numeration and is in every way comparable in significance to that of the Babylonians in adopting the positional principle." 16 The introduction of cipherization replaced tally marks with abstract symbols for numerals.
Tallies were cumbersome because they had to be repeated until the count reached the desired value. The 4 4 hieroglyphic numerals used abstract symbols for powers of 10, but these symbols still had to be repeated and counted. For example, 1 was the symbol for 10 but had to be repeated to show 90 as 111111111.
Babylonian numerals used vertical tallies for units and horizontal tallies for tens, repeating tallies as needed.
For example, 49 would be shown in Babylonian numerals as:
< < 1 1 1 1 1
The big advantage of positional value, as introduced by the Babylonians, was its extension to fractions, known as sexagesimal fractions because the Babylonian base was 60.
Most of the surviving papyri are written in a cursive form of the hieroglyphs that we now call "hieratic," a script that came into use at a very early date. 17 The hieratic numerals introduced a new principle for the representation of numbers. Hieroglyphic numerals used different symbols for each power of 10 up to a million. These symbols were grouped and repeated as needed to represent a value. On the other hand, hieratic numerals used single symbols or ciphers, as Boyer wrote, "…for each of the first nine integral multiples of integral powers of ten." He called the hieratic numerals system, "decimal cash-register cipherization," referring to old-style cash registers which sent up a flag for each decimal place. 18 The following example from problem 79 of the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus, written by the scribe Ahmose, illustrates the difference between hieroglyphic and hieratic numerals. would agree, with the addition of, "in its own time." The Gillings approach I would call a "historical" approach. But Palter is troubled because I labeled the following statement by Neugebauer as "unhistoric:"
"The role of Egyptian mathematics is probably best described as a retarding force upon numerical procedures." 33 That sentence is how Neugebauer closes his discussion of Egyptian mathematics, a discussion which he opened with his self-proclaimed fact: "The fact that Egyptian mathematics did not contribute positively to the development of mathematical knowledge..." 34 However, as we have seen, there are other respected historians of mathematics who disagree with this negative assessment.
Gillings' overly modest statement about Egyptian mathematics needs some modification. The jacket of the hard-cover edition of his book says that, "Gillings gives examples showing that the Egyptians were able, for example, to solve problems in direct and inverse proportion, to evaluate certain square roots, to introduce the concept of a 'harmonic mean' between two numbers, to solve linear equations of the first degree, and two simultaneous equations, one of the second degree; to find the sums of terms of arithmetic and geometric progressions, to calculate the area of a circle and of cylindrical (possibly even spherical) surfaces, to calculate the volumes of truncated pyramids and cylindrical granaries, and to make use of rudimentary trigonometric functions in describing the slopes of pyramids." This is a fair outline of Gillings'
analysis of Egyptian mathematics.
An update: Symbols and The Egyptian Zero
As Gillings shows in his book, the Ahmose papyrus does contain the beginnings of the use of symbols. Egyptians used the word for heap (variously transliterated as aha and hau) for the unknown quantity, much as cosa was used in 15th-16th century Italy. 35 Some symbols were used for addition and subtraction: a pair of feet would walk one number towards another for addition. For subtraction, a pair of feet would walk the number away (RMP 29).
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Gillings' statement about Egyptians having no zero also needs modification. It is true that a zero placeholder was not used (or needed) in the Egyptian "cash register" decimal system. However, the Egyptians did use a zero symbol for at least two other applications of the zero concept. The first occurred at some Old Kingdom construction sites where the hieroglyph "nfr" was used to label a zero point on number lines that serve as guidelines. For example, a series of horizontal leveling lines were used as construction guides for the Old Kingdom Meidum pyramid. Lines above the zero level were labeled 1 cubit above zero, 2 cubits above zero, and so on. Lines below the zero level were labeled according to the number of cubits below zero. 37 The zero symbol was the triliteral hieroglyph, nfr. This very early use of the concept of directed numbers, where above and below are comparable to positive and negative, deserves more than passing notice. The same nfr symbol was also used to express zero remainders in a monthly account sheet from the Middle Kingdom, dynasty XIII c. 1770 BCE. It looks like a double entry account sheet with separate columns for each type of goods. At the end of the month, the account was balanced. For each item, income was added; then disbursements were totaled. Finally, total disbursement was subtracted from the total income for each column. Four columns had zero remainders, shown by the nfr symbol. 38 I found it especially interesting that the Egyptians used the same symbol for two different applications of the zero concept.
Egyptologists, such as Borchardt, Petrie, and Reisner all knew of the Egyptian nfr symbol Old Kingdom constructions where it was used to label the zero level in a series of equally-spaced horizontal guide lines. 39 Scharff 40 and Gardiner 41 knew that the Egyptian nfr symbol had been used to show a zero remainder in account books. However historians of mathematics, including Gillings, were probably not aware of the Egyptian zero symbol because it did not appear in the surviving mathematics papyri. Boyer found evidence of the use of zero as a number in a much later Egyptian deed from Edfu:
"A surviving deed from Edfu, dating from a period 1500 years after Ahmes, gives examples of triangles, trapezoids, rectangles and more general quadrilaterals: the rule for finding the area of a general quadrilateral is to take the product of the arithmetic means of the opposite sides. Inaccurate though the rule is, the author of the deed deduced from it a corollary: that the area of a triangle is half the sum of two sides multiplied by half the third side. This is a striking instance of the search for relationships among geometric figures, as well an early use of the zero concept as a replacement for a magnitude in geometry." from Susa, at a place where we would expect to find zero as the result of a distribution of grain, the scribe simply wrote, 'The grain is exhausted.' " 43 Perhaps the concept of a zero remainder will one day be discovered in some cuneiform record of commercial accounts in Mesopotamia. Hopefully, other examples will also be found in Egypt, once
Egyptologists begin such a search. Incidentally, nfr is also the Egyptian word for good, or beauty. It is interesting to note that the Maya also made a positive association with the concept of zero, using a shell symbol which had good connotations.
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Proportions
Some mathematical achievements of ancient Egypt are known only from construction sites or artwork, rather than mathematical texts. Palter restricted his inquiry to "a dozen or so" texts, some of them on pottery fragments. But the use of mathematics was not restricted to texts. Recognition of mathematical thinking outside of school mathematics has opened up the new field of ethnomathematics, which is finding evidence of mathematical ability among all people, including societies that were not literate. 45 The Egyptian sources all reveal highly developed sense of proportional relations. Artists followed a canon of proportions for drawings and sculpture of the human body. Artwork was proportionally enlarged by placing a net of squares over a drawing and making an enlarged copy, square by square. Proportional We see here a forerunner of the class of problems that involve adding the reciprocals of the given numbers. Another common example of this type asks for the time required to fill a cistern when two or more pipes bring in fluid at different rates.
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Series in Egyptian Mathematics
A papyrus from Kahun, was described by the translator F. Ll Griffith, as, " ... one I fear is beyond hope: it was beautifully written in columns, and still contains the most tantalizing phrase, multiply by 1/2 to infinity ..." This reminded Griffith of Zeno's paradox which ends up with a denial of motion, because one can always travel half the remaining distance but there will still be the other half to cover. 49 In this method, the multiplier was expressed as a base 2 number: 17 = 2 1 + 2 4 . After studying the Egyptian method, Curtis concluded that, "The ancient Egyptians were masters of the geometric progression, and constructed their entire system of basic arithmetic operations around it." 51 It is in the work with series and geometry in the Ahmose papyrus, and the second degree equations and geometry in the Moscow and
Berlin papyri, that we begin to get a glimpse of the heights reached by ancient Egyptian mathematics.
In Ahmose Problem 64, he asks for a division of 10 measures of grain among 10 men so that there is a constant difference of 1/8 between portions. 52 Ahmose solves the problem by using the equivalent of the modern formula for the sum of an arithmetic series. The Ahmose method also has the virtue of making the derivation of this formula more intuitive. He finds the average share, then adds to it the product of the common difference times half the number of differences. This gives him the last, or highest share and other shares are found by subtraction of the common difference.
Ahmose s Problem 40 asks for a division of 100 loaves among five persons so there is a common difference. Also, the sum of the highest three must be 7 times the sum of the lowest two. A full explanation of the Ahmose method for problems 64 and 40 is given in the appendix.
The scribe also shows expert knowledge of geometric series in the famous Ahmose problem 79.
Some think this problem was the forerunner of Mother Goose's "As I was walking to St. Ives, I met a man with seven wives... ." The problem was theoretical and/or recreational, rather than the purely practical type that some claim was the limit of Egyptian mathematics. The problem was given in tabular form: On the use of the remen to halve the area of a figure, I disagree with Palter's assessment that the evidence is "flimsy." I also disagree with his claim that the remen and double remen were not known to have been used to measure land. 59 The double remen was the length of the diagonal of a 1-cubit square, or \/2 cubits. The remen equaled half that length, measuring (1/2)\/2 cubits. The area measure called "remen"
was a square of 100 remens x 100 remens, and was half the area of a set (called aroura in Greek.) The set was a square of 100 cubits x 100 cubits. Despite Palter's doubts, the remen was indeed used to measure land. F. Ll. Griffith reported that:
"The sign remen, at Edfu, for the half aroura is remarkable. We must connect it with remen, 
Volume of a Truncated Pyramid
In what has been called the greatest Egyptian pyramid of all, which Palter says, "is often Gillings also showed that once the formula for volume was obtained, the Egyptian scribes had the tools to prove its validity. 67 Students of the history of mathematics may want to occupy themselves with attempts to use tools available to ancient Egyptians to find analytical derivations of the volume formula. In this connection, it might be well to explore an old suggestion by Lancelot Hogben to make use of the ancient Egyptian facility with series. But the Egyptians also computed areas and volumes, and here they surpassed the Babylonians." 71 .
Mathematical Proof
What could the Greeks have learned about logical arguments from the Egyptians? It was said that Solon borrowed Egyptian laws and introduced them to Greece. 72 There was much in the ancient Egyptian mathematics and literature that showed development of logical, deductive methods. Debate and argument were held in high regard in the literature and culture. The story of "The Eloquent Peasant" 73 tells about a peasant s suit for restitution which he pleaded so eloquently in court that it was reported to the king. The king ordered the man detained (while his family was taken care of) so that they could hear the eloquent peasant day after day until they finally granted his plea and gave him a rich reward. Egyptians pleaded their own cases in court and they were a litigious society, with some cases extending for 3 generations. given to illustrate a general method. He devotes his Appendix 1 on "The Nature of Proof" to this discussion. In the following quotation, he considers the rigor of Egyptian-style proofs, and the differences between the Egyptian use of logic and the later axiomatic approach:
" Twentieth-century students of the history and philosophy of science, in considering the contributions of the ancient Egyptians, incline to the modern attitude that an argument or logical proof must be symbolic if it is to be regarded as rigorous, and that one or two specific examples using selected numbers cannot claim to be scientifically sound. But this is not true! A nonsymbolic argument or proof can be quite rigorous when given for a particular value of the variable; the conditions for rigor are that the particular value of the variable should be typical, and that a further generalization to any value should be immediate. In any of the topics mentioned in this book where the scribes' treatment follows such lines, both these requirements are satisfied, so that the arguments adduced to the scribes are already rigorous; the concluding proofs are really not necessary, only confirmatory. The rigor is implicit in the method.
We have to accept the circumstance that the Egyptians did not think and reason as the Greeks did. If they found some exact method (however they may have discovered it), they did not ask themselves why it worked. They did not seek to establish its universal truth by an a priori symbolic argument that would show clearly and logically their thought processes. What they did was to explain and define in an ordered sequence the steps necessary in the proper procedure, and at the conclusion they added a verification of proof that the steps outlined did indeed lead to a correct solution of the problem. This was science as they knew it ... ." Diophantus and works known only from fragments or from papyrus documents form part of this oriental tradition which can be followed into the Middle Ages both in the Arabic and in the western world." 78 Does this not suggest that the two currents of ancient mathematics, the axiomatic geometry and the applied algebra, existed side by side in all of the mathematical centers of North Africa, Southern Europe, Western, and Central Asia, and created a blend that was much more than just "Greek" mathematics? Some historians have moved towards this view and use the term, "Hellenistic," to describe the mathematics of this part of the world in the period from Euclid to Hypatia. For example, Boyer writes:
"Under Alexander there had been a gradual blending of Hellenic and Oriental customs and learning, so that it was more appropriate to speak of the newer civilization as Hellenistic, rather than Hellenic. Moreover, the new city of Alexandria, established by the world conqueror, now took the place of Athens as the center of the mathematical world." 79 Joseph also adds that scholars came to Alexandria in Egypt from as far away as India. Joseph's work also reminds us that important mathematics was being developed in that period in nonHellenistic parts of the world also, including China, India, and Central America.
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"Afrocentrism" "Eurocentrism," Race and Racism
Starting with the title of his article, Palter uses the term "Afrocentrism" as an accusation, but never says how he defines the term. A letter dated January 10, 1997, written to educators by Erich Martel, in behalf of Mary Lefkowitz, offers a "clarification." 81 The letter solicited names of schools and programs using "Afrocentric curricular material" to be listed in an appendix for a new edition of Africa, a passage in which he also replies to concerns about "darker-skinned" or, "were the Egyptians brown or black?"
: "The word 'Negro' was used for the first time in the world's history to tie color to race and blackness to slavery and degradation. The white race was pictured as 'pure' and superior; the black race as dirty, stupid, and inevitably inferior; the yellow race as sharing, in deception and cowardice, much of this color inferiority; while mixture of races was considered the prime cause of degradation and failure in civilization. Everything great, everything fine, everything really successful in human culture was white.
"In order to prove this, even black people in India and Africa were labeled as 'white' if they showed any trace of progress; and on the other hand, any progress by colored people was attributed to some intermixture, ancient or modern, of white blood or some influence of white civilization." 86 And further, in his chapter on Egypt, DuBois flatly takes the position, "We conclude, therefore, that the Egyptians were Negroids." 87 The discussion of race and racism may seem out of date in 1997 when any biological base for race has been completely demolished. 88 But that doesn't mean that racism is not an issue. The African American playwright, Lorraine Hansberry, put it very well in her play, Les Blancs:
Tshembe: I said racism is a device that, of itself, explains nothing. It is simply a means. An invention to justify the rule of some men over others.
Charlie: But I agree with you entirely! Race hasn't a thing to do with it actually.
Tshembe: Ah, but it has! ... I am simply saying that a device is a device, but that it also has consequences:
once invented it takes on a life, a reality of its own. So, in one country, men invoke the device of religion to cloak their conquests. In another, race. Now in both cases you and I may recognize the fraudulence of the device, but the fact remains that a man who has a sword run through him because he refuses to become a Moslem or a Christian, or who is shot in Zatembe or Mississippi because he is black, is suffering the utter reality of the device. And it is pointless to pretend that it doesn't exist, merely because it is a lie! Les Blancs, p. 92
Lumpkin:
Appendix for "The Mathematical Legacy of Ancient Egypt"
The facility of the Egyptians with arithmetic series is illustrated by Ahmose's solution of problem 40:
Divide 100 loaves among five persons so there is a common difference. Also, the sum of the highest three portions must be 7 times the sum of the lowest two.
Ahmose used the method of false position in which a value is assumed (the false value).
By trying the false value in the problem, a proportional correction factor is determined.
Ahmose started by taking the common difference to be 5 1/2, a happy choice, and assuming a value of 1 for the lowest share. The shares would be:
1, 6 1/2, 12, 17 1/2, and 23.
The sum of the three highest terms, 23 + 17 1/2 + 12, is 7 times the sum of the two lowest, 1 + 6 1/2, as required. But the sum of the series is 60, not the required 100. As many times as 60 is multiplied to give 100, so each term of the series must be multiplied.
The correction factor is 100/60 or 5/3 and the desired shares are: 
